Visualize The Data
Tell the Real Estate Story

Internal BI
External BI
Market Options
Docs, RFPs, LOIs
Floor & Site Plans, Aerials
Drive Times & Distance Analysis
Leases

Accountability
Transparency
Communication
Collaboration
Governance
Layer Locations, Customers, Employees, Market Alternatives. Toggle on and off the various Layers to make decisions quickly.

Keep Real Estate Projects on track, make internal & external parties accountable.

Run detailed Analyses on any layered data and retrieve Density Charts, Distance & Time Analysis instantly.
Complete Flexibility to assign Stakeholders at each Step or Project.

Unlimited stakeholders per step or project. Provides Governance to who see's what and has access to only such.

One Click Export of all project activity, Date & Time stamped.

Complete Transparency to:
- Project Status
- Areas of Delay
- Report / Communicate
- Learn for future Projects

Manage & see Project Status in one glance.

Visualize The Data
Tell the Real Estate Story
Communicate Real Time with All Stakeholders in the System. Crowd source and leverage each Stakeholders responsibilities

Visualize The Data
Tell the Real Estate Story

Eliminate the need for paper surveys. Simply upload a spreadsheet and ePortfolio does the rest. Access on any smartphone, tablet, laptop or desktop. 100% Cloud based and secure

Upload unlimited amounts of information, videos, photos, docs etc.